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KUWAIT: Boursa Kuwait wrapped
up yesterday’s session with the All
Share Market Index gaining 50.2
points to reach 5552.5 points, an
increase worth 0.91 percent.
Volume of traded shares, under the
upper benchmark, amounted to
261.09 million, done through 11475
spot transactions, valued at KD
89.14 million.

The Main Market Index dropped
1.8 points to settle at 4667.2 points,
a decline worth 0.04 percent, amid
a stock volume of 66.11 million
shares, done in 2,558 spot dealings,
valued at KD 4.4 million. The
Premier Market Index had also
risen by 75.3 points to reach
6009.9 points, which was an
increase of 1.27 percent through
stock volume of 194.9 million , done
in 8,917 spot deals, valued at KD
84.6 million. 

Discount rate at 3%
“The move aims to maintain the

monetary and fiscal stability and
support the atmospheres conducive
to non-inflationary growth in the
non-oil economic sectors,” the CBK
Governor Dr Mohammad Al-Hashel
said in a statement received by
KUNA. The CBK decision aims to
enhance the competitiveness and
attractiveness of the local currency
as a pool for domestic savings, he

pointed out.
“It is made in line with the tra-

jectories of the basic financial poli-
cy of the country and in the light of
continuous review of the world
economic outlook and financial
developments, including the inter-
est rate trajectories of major cur-
rencies, It comes a few hours after
the US Federal Reserve cut the
interest rates for the US dollar amid
concerns about slower global eco-
nomic growth rate,” Dr Al-Hashel
noted.

The CBK decisions draw on the
data of the general economic per-
formance, the indicators of local liq-
uidity, the movements of savings
and bank credits, and the interest
on Kuwaiti dinar and the world’s
major currencies, notably the US
dollar.” These data serve as param-
eters for determining the upward or
downward movement of the local
interest rates,” Dr Al-Hashel
explained. He reiterated the com-
mitment of the CBK to watching the
developments in global economic,
monetary and banking sectors con-
tinuously with a view to adapting
the local monetary policy to them
and maintaining the atmospheres
conducive to economic growth. 

Earlier today, the Federal
Reserve Board brought down the
targeted range of its key interest

rate by 0.25 basis points to 1.75
percent - 2 percent. The Fed’s pol-
icymakers ratcheted up the inter-

est rates seven times in 2017-2018
while the CBK did so two times in
the same period, the last of which

was in March 2018; the CBK
skipped three out of four interest
rate hikes of the Fed.  — Agencies 

Boursa Kuwait indices post gains 
Central Bank retains discount rate at 3%

KUWAIT: Traders follows the stock market at Boursa Kuwait - the national stock market of Kuwait yesterday in
Kuwait City. Saudi shares slumped at the start of trading on September 15, the first session after drone attacks on
two major oil facilities knocked out more than half the OPEC kingpin’s production. — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

KUWAIT: The Kuwait Olympic Committee
headed by Sheikh Fahad Nasser Al-Sabah
began a new chapter in its history on the
30th of June after lifting the suspension, as
he took in charge to promote the Kuwaiti
sports and overcome the challenges by pro-
fessional development and restructure. The
board directors of the committee, whose
mandate lasts until 2023, raised the slogan of
development and rehabilitation of collective
work in order to prepare generations and
discover talents to win tournaments.

In this regard, member of the committee’s
board directors Ali Al-Marri said to KUNA
that The Council seeks to cooperate with all
government bodies, including the General
Authority for Sports and Ministry of educa-
tion in order to prepare generations capable
of competing and achieving tournaments, also
pointed to the pursuit of sports expertise and
signing protocols of cooperation with several
parties and to form Olympic Academy.

He said that the process of selecting the
Olympic heroes are restricted from the age

of 4 years old until 11 years old with the
cooperation of the Education ministry rep-
resented by the undersecretary and member
of the Olympic committee Dr Saud Al-Harbi.
Al-Marri pointed out that the idea of estab-
lishing an Olympic Academy is a real nucleus
to realize the dream of a sports city to con-
form the country’s 2035 vision.

The committee will work to strengthen its
international relations with the international
committees and organizations, according to
a previous statement by Sheikh Fahad Al-
sabah, Al-Marri stressed the need to con-
clude agreements aimed at exchanging the
expertise of trainers and teaching players in
foreign universities as well as to establish
bilateral relations with leading clubs such as
Riyal Madrid, Barcelona and Manchester. 

In the regard of total professionalism in
sports, Almarri said that it Issued through
the Olympic Committee and then will be
presented to the Sports Authority in the
Ministry of Youth and then followed by the
authorities to obtain the final approval. 

Kuwaiti shooter Fehaid Al-Deehani, in a
statement to KUNA, called to review the
laws that are a burden on the players and
facilitate the task of the Olympic committee
to achieve its ambitions. A number of sport
players in separated meetings expressed to
KUNA their confidence and the ability of
the Olympic Committee to draw a new start
for all players in various games. — KUNA

Kuwait Olympic 
Committee faces 
many challenges 

NEW YORK: Kuwait welcomed meetings
of President of South Sudan Salva Kiir and
opposition leader Riek Machar in the capi-
tal Juba, calling to achieve reconciliation
and sustainable peace. The remarks came
in a speech by Kuwait’s deputy permanent
representative at the UN Bader Al-
Munaikh during the United Nations
Security Council’s (UNSC) session on
South Sudan late Wednesday. Kuwait also
welcomed the clashing parties’ announce-
ment on working to execute measures for
the pre-transitional state by 12 November,
in accordance with the Revitalized
Agreement.

Meanwhile, Al-Munaikh said he was
pleased with commitment to cease-fire and
re-establishing the arms embargo commis-
sion. He added that the transition and
peace process must be closely monitored
by the Intergovernmental Authority on
Development (IGAD), the African Union
and the UN. He also welcomed the rise in
the number of refugees and displaced peo-
ple returning to their homes. 

Moreover, Al-Munaikh called on the
international community to exert further
efforts in supporting civilians affected by
conflict in South Sudan, especially in

healthcare services, education and provid-
ing suitable residence. Protecting civilians
is South Sudan government’s top responsi-
bility, said the Kuwaiti official.
Furthermore, he condemned the recruiting
of children in the army and sexual violence
during conflict. — KUNA

Kuwait calls for reconciliation in South Sudan 


